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ABSTRACT: Bright signal outputs are needed for fluores-
cence detection of biomolecules at their native expression
levels. Increasing the number of labels on a probe often results
in crowding-induced self-quenching of chromophores, and
maintaining the function of the targeting moiety (e.g., an
antibody) is a concern. Here we demonstrate a simple method
to accommodate thousands of fluorescent dye molecules on a
single antibody probe while avoiding the negative effects of
self-quenching. We use a bottlebrush polymer from which
extend hundreds of duplex DNA strands that can accom-
modate hundreds of covalently attached and/or thousands of
noncovalently intercalated fluorescent dyes. This polymer−DNA assembly sequesters the intercalated fluorophores against
dissociation and can be tethered through DNA hybridization to an IgG antibody. The resulting fluorescent nanotag can detect
protein targets in flow cytometry, confocal fluorescence microscopy, and dot blots with an exceptionally bright signal that
compares favorably to commercially available antibodies labeled with organic dyes or quantum dots.

■ INTRODUCTION

Virtually every imaginable aspect of biological systems has
succumbed to labeling through fluorescent probes that have
been developed over the years.1a,b Fluorescent dyes coupled to
affinity binders such as antibodies are common reporters in
fluorescence microscopy, flow cytometry, and microplate assays
as well as in protein and nucleic acid blots.2a−d Despite the
advent of competing approaches such as recombinant peptide
tagging and mass spectrometry, antibody-based detection
remains the most broadly applicable means of localizing and
quantitating specific components in a complex sample.3a−c

Labeled secondary antibodies make stable and specific
complexes with unlabeled primary antibodies, providing the
foundation for most immunofluorescence protocols.
The number of target molecules per surface area or volume

unit is a key variable in biological detection applications. To
detect functionally important proteins with a natural low
expression level, there remains a need to enhance the detectable
signal.4a,b The most straightforward way to enhance fluo-
rescence signals is to increase the number of fluorophores
available for detection.5 In one approach, signal amplification
methods can be used to get brighter signals. For example, in
catalytic reporter deposition (CARD) technology, the high
turnover rate of enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase and
alkaline phosphatase generate high density, in situ labeling of a
target protein or nucleic acid.6a−f Hence in both immunohis-
tochemical and immunoassay applications, careful control of
timing is essential to obtaining quantitative and reproducible

results. To avoid these potential limitations of amplification
methods, an alternative is to increase the number of labels
directly attached to affinity binders. A typical IgG antibody
molecule has about 90 lysine residues, of which at most 30 can
be modified under forcing conditions.7 However, maintenance
of functional properties typically requires a degree of labeling of
less than 10 dyes per IgG, representing a low fraction of
modification with individual fluorescent dyes. For example,
antibodies labeled with more than four to six fluorophores per
protein can exhibit reduced specificity and binding affinity.8

Furthermore, with higher degrees of substitution, the
fluorescence obtained per added fluorophore is typically
much lower than expected, due to self-quenching by nearby
fluorophores.9

The use of soluble and relatively stable fluorescent proteins
such as the phycobiliproteins, conjugated to antibodies, could
overcome the limitations arising from the high loading of low
molecular weight dyes.10 On a molar basis, the fluorescence
yield of a phycobiliprotein is equivalent to at least 30
unquenched fluorescein or 100 rhodamine molecules at
comparable wavelengths. On the other hand, fluorescent
polystyrene microspheres heavily loaded with fluorescent dyes
have been used as immunofluorescent reagents to deliver
strong signals.11a−c
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Here we show that limitations in a high loading of
fluorescent molecules in a label can be overcome through a
simple DNA−polymer macromolecular scaffold. This DNA−
polymer scaffold can incorporate thousands of fluorescent dyes
and can be attached to a single antibody to give an intense
fluorescent signal that compares favorably with current
immunofluorescence technology. The macromolecular scaffold
is based on a polymeric core with bottlebrush architecture and
is functionalized with hundreds of DNA duplexes attached to
the tips of the bottlebrush “bristles” on which can be assembled
both covalent and intercalated fluorescent dyes. While synthetic
tools that make use of polymeric structures with compact but
flexible brush-like architectures are gaining wide use,12a−h we
further enhance the bottlebrush polymer functionality by
readily grafting nucleic acids to the bottlebrush side chains.
These nucleic acids can host thousands of fluorescent dyes
leading to exceptionally bright labels with highly tunable colors
for biological imaging and detection.13a−c

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The methods of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)
have yielded rich and diverse polymer architectures.14a−d For a
scaffold that could display a large and functionalizable array, we
chose a bottlebrush polymer (BBP) with reactive azide groups
at the tips of the bristles (Figure 1a). Full synthetic details and
characterization data are provided in Supporting Information.
To obtain the BBP core, a poly[2-(2-bromoisobutyryloxy)ethyl
methacrylate] (PBiBEM) macroinitiator with a degree of
polymerization of 400 (m′ + m″) was used as the backbone.15

From this PBiBEM core, approximately half of the
bromoisobutyrate groups initiated the side chains, leading to
grafting of 200 (m″) side chains with 2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)-
ethoxy)ethyl methacrylate (MEO3MA) monomeric units. The
50% initiation efficiency was calculated based on the content of
the azide groups; the lack of complete initiation can be

attributed to the large size of the monomer, particularly the
long PEO substituent. The degree of polymerization of side
chains was calculated based on absolute molecular weight of the
bottlebrush measured by light scattering (Mn = 8.6 × 106)
yielding n = 180.16 The bromides at the side chain termini were
then substituted with azides to provide the BBP-N3. Clickable
bottlebrush polymers prepared through other methods have
been described,17 though here there is a greater density of side
chains for functionalization with a 5′-hexynyl modified DNA
oligonucleotide (hexynyl-A; red strand in Figure 1a), which was
grafted to the side chain termini via a Cu(I)-catalyzed azide
alkyne cycloaddition (“click”) reaction. Our pseudoligandless
click conditions are optimized for nucleic acid conjugations in a
buffered solution (phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.5)
with acetonitrile as a minor cosolvent.18a,b Three hours of
reaction time was sufficient for near quantitative reaction of the
DNA with the BBP, as followed by the disappearance of the
azide peak at 2110 cm−1 in aqueous phase FTIR (e.g., Figure
S2). Simple purification using molecular weight cutoff filters
provided the DNA-conjugated polymer, A-BBP, with about 200
DNA strands per brush (see Supporting Information).
Annealing of the complementary strand, Acomp (black strand
in Figure 1a) completed the formation of the full DNA-BBP
(DBBP) scaffold, A/Acomp-BBP.
With about 200 double-stranded DNAs (dsDNA) per brush

and 18 base pairs per dsDNA, this DBBP can accommodate ca.
1800 intercalating fluorescent dyes. For the DNA intercalating
fluorescent dye, we chose YOYO-1, a commercially available
bis-intercalating dimer of oxazole yellow19 that has been useful
in our previous nanotag designs.13a,b Titrating YOYO-1 into the
A/Acomp-BBP scaffold and monitoring the fluorescence
intensity at 510 nm revealed a monotonic increase (Figure
1b,c) with saturation at approximately five YOYO-1 dimers per
18 bp dsDNA (arrow in Figure 1c), as expected for a bis-
intercalator having a four base-pair binding site. When bound to

Figure 1. A bottlebrush polymer with DNA bristles as a scaffold for fluorescent dyes. (a) Straightforward assembly from a bottlebrush polymer
(BBP; m′ = m″ = 200, n = 180) with azide side chain terminii by CuAAC or click reaction with hexynyl-DNA (red strand) results in single-stranded
A-BBP. Annealing of the complementary strands (Acomp; black) gives hundreds of base pairs for the intercalation of YOYO-1 (yellow) in double-
stranded DNA bottlebrush polymer (DBBP). Inset shows the structure of the BBP-azide. (b) Graph of increasing fluorescence intensities (λex = 488
nm) with increasing YOYO-1 up to 5 equiv relative to DNA (c) Graph of the fluorescence emission at 510 nm versus YOYO-1 equivalents relative
to DNA concentration shows the saturation of the DBBP with YOYO-1 occurs around 5 equiv as expected (18 bp duplex, 4 bp per bis intercalator.
See Supporting Information for synthesis and characterization of the BBP and sequences of DNAs used).
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dsDNA, YOYO-1 has an extinction coefficient of 98 900 M−1

cm−1 at 491 nm. Given that there are, on average, 200 dsDNAs
per brush and five YOYO-1 dimers per dsDNA, the extinction
coefficient of the YOYO-1 loaded DBBP scaffold (A/Acomp-
[YOYO-1]-BBP) reaches ∼108 M−1 cm−1.
It is often desirable to red shift the emission wavelength away

from the excitation wavelength in order to minimize
interference from background autofluorescence, particularly in
biological samples. Wavelength shifting can be achieved by
allowing the light-absorbing chromophores (donors) to transfer
the excitation energy to lower energy acceptor chromophores
that can fluoresce at a longer wavelength. To incorporate a
wavelength shifting property to our DBBP scaffold, we
designed the complementary strand with a terminal acceptor
Cy5 dye (Cy5-Acomp). Hybridization of this strand to the
covalently attached complement introduces ca. 200 Cy5
acceptor dyes to the DBBP (Figure 2a).
Prior work on nanostructured DNA systems demonstrated

efficient energy transfer (ET) between YOYO-1 and Cy5.13a,b

In the DBBP context, ET is clearly observed based on a
decrease in YOYO-1 emission at 510 nm and the appearance of
sensitized Cy5 emission at 665 nm (Figure 2b, left spectra). On
the basis of the quenching of YOYO-1 emission in the presence
of Cy5, we estimate the ET efficiency to be 52%. The emission
spectrum of a control sample with the same concentration of
the A/Cy5-Acomp dsDNA free in the buffered solution (i.e.,
nonbrush DNA) shows ET but at a somewhat lower efficiency
compared to the DBBP (Figure 2b, right spectra). Although the
dsDNA sequences are identical, their three-dimensional

arrangement and localization around the polymeric core of
the DPPB likely lead to the enhanced ET efficiency through an
interduplex mechanism, which is not possible for the dsDNA in
dilute solution.
It should be noted that even though the DBBP contains

about 200 Cy5 dyes at the tips of the brush bristles, comparison
of direct excitation of Cy5 in the DBBP versus free DNA
duplex revealed no significant difference in Cy5 fluorescence
intensity, indicating a lack of self-quenching even within the
relatively dense environment of the DBBP (Figure 2c, left).
This could result from stacking of Cy5 dyes on the ends of their
respective duplexes,21 which would suppress quenching due to
interaction between Cy5 dyes on adjacent duplexes. In contrast,
when the samples are excited in the YOYO-1 absorption band
(Figure 2c, right), significantly stronger Cy5 emission is
observed for the DBBP, due to the more efficient energy
transfer in the polymeric context.
While the ease of assembly of intercalating dyes in a DNA-

based scaffold is appealing, the dissociation of dyes from the
intercalating sites can lead to reduced brightness and
nonspecific staining. For example, Benvin et al. reported that
bisintercalating YOYO-1 readily dissociates from a DNA three-
way junction in the presence of excess calf thymus (CT)
DNA.13a We therefore tested the stability of our DBBP nanotag
by adding a 4-fold excess of CT DNA (in base pairs). In this
experiment, DBBP-bound YOYO-1 can undergo ET to nearby
Cy5 dyes, so dissociation of the intercalator with subsequent
binding to unlabeled CT DNA should result in a decrease in
ET. This is observed for a control experiment, in which YOYO-

Figure 2. Wavelength shifting via energy transfer (ET). (a) Schematic of energy transfer pathways from intercalated YOYO-1 to terminal Cy5
acceptors. Both intra (blue) and inter (gray) duplex pathways are possible in a DBBP system, whereas only intraduplex ET is possible in nonbrush
DNA. (b) Brush-immobilized DNA shows higher ET (left spectra) compared to nonbrush DNA in solution (right spectra). The red and blue traces
correspond to DBBPs that include or exclude, respectively, covalent terminal Cy5 dyes on all the hybridized DNA strands. The ET is calculated
based on the decrease in YOYO-1 fluorescence at 510 nm (cyan arrow); see Methods. (c) Comparison of brush (black curves) and nonbrush (red
curves) DNA at different excitation wavelengths. Left spectra: Excitation at 633 nm (direct excitation of C5). Similar intensities indicate lack of self-
quenching of Cy5 in brush. Right spectra: Excitation at 450 nm (excitation of YOYO-1). Higher Cy5 emission in brush is due to higher ET
efficiency.
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1 was prebound to a free (i.e., nonbrush) Cy5-labeled DNA
duplex and then mixed with excess CT DNA. An immediate
drop in ET upon addition of CT DNA was observed, consistent
with rapid dissociation of the intercalator from the free DNA
duplex (Figure 3, left spectra).
In stark contrast, when CT DNA was added to the YOYO-1

loaded DBBP, the ET signal remains unchanged, even after 15
h, indicating that the polymeric scaffold with dsDNA retains the
intercalators (Figure 3, middle spectra). We attribute the strong
retention of YOYO-1 by the DBBP to the electrostatic
attraction between the tetracationic intercalating dye and the
relatively dense polyanionic DNA assembly, as opposed to free
DNA, where the negative charge density of the Cy5-labeled
duplex is equivalent to that of the unlabeled CT-DNA
competitor. To provide support for this hypothesis, we
designed a scaffold with a reduced loading of DNA (40%,
relative to the original DBBP). To mimic the density of strands
extending from the polymeric core, we also used an alkyne-
terminated poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) to react with the
remaining azide groups (60%) of the BBP during the click
conjugation reaction (Figure S11). The completion of the
reaction of the azide groups was verified by aqueous phase
FTIR (Figure S3). After preloading with YOYO-1 and mixing
with CT-DNA, an immediate drop in ET was observed (Figure
3, right spectra). This is consistent with our hypothesis that the
greater negative charge density on the brush that is fully
modified with DNA plays a significant role in sequestering
YOYO-1 against dissociation. More broadly, the ability of the
DBBP to noncovalently trap a DNA-binding small molecule
suggests other applications of these materials as, e.g., drug
delivery vehicles.
We sought to exploit dye-loaded DBBPs as fluorescent

nanotags for labeling applications. We therefore conjugated a
DBBP to a secondary IgG antibody for specific targeting.
Functionalization of secondary antibodies is appealing because
a single secondary antibody can be used with many different
primary antibodies generated against diverse antigens. In prior
work we have shown that DNA hybridization can be used to
generate protein-polymer hybrids.20 Furthermore, we demon-
strated that an antibody−DNA nanotag conjugate could be
constructed through hybridization of dye-labeled DNA strands
to a secondary antibody labeled with the complementary DNA
strand.13c We used this approach so that a DNA strand on the

DBBP could be used to hybridize to a complementary strand
covalently conjugated to an antibody. The antibody was
functionalized with an average of one DNA strand per antibody
through a bisaryl hydrazone linkage (Figures S4 and S5). To
favor hybridization of a single antibody to each brush, we
synthesized a DBBP in which two different DNA sequences
were clicked onto the bristles. Using proportionally 0.5% of one
DNA sequence (“B”) along with the previous sequence A
during the click reaction gave, on average, a single copy of
sequence B on each brush (as each brush has 200 azides
available for functionalization). This separate sequence B is
fully complementary to the antibody-conjugated DNA
sequence (B′). The remaining (199) DNA sequences on the
brush were hybridized as previously described to the Cy5
bearing complementary strand, Cy5-Acomp, to give the final
DBBP-nanotag (Figure 4a).
This DBBP nanotag was tested on yeast cells that expressed

on their surface a single chain variable fragment (scFv) protein
bearing a c-Myc binding epitope. After incubation with a
primary antibody specific for the c-Myc epitope, the cells were
stained with the corresponding secondary IgG antibody
hybridized to the fluorescent DBBP (Figure 4b) for analysis
by flow cytometry and microscopy. Commercially available
Alexa 647 and Quantum Dot (QD) 655 tagged secondary IgGs
were used as controls.
The ability of the antibody-tagged DBBP to stain yeast cells

is clearly demonstrated by the flow cytometry histograms
shown in Figure 4c. Data shown in the left and right panels
were obtained from excitation at 488 nm (i.e., YOYO-1) or 633
nm (Cy5). For excitation at 488 nm, the bottom histogram
corresponds to unlabeled yeast and sets the background signal.
Samples stained with Alexa 647 or QD 655 (top two
histograms) also represent negative controls because they do
not absorb/emit at 488/530 nm. Yeast stained with the DBBP-
conjugated antibody gave strong signals (green and orange
histograms; the multimodal shape of the histograms arises from
populations of yeast that express varying levels of the Myc
epitope-tagged scFv even after induction). Comparing the two
histograms reveals a slight shift to lower intensity for the DBBP
labeled with Cy5 acceptor dyes, reflecting the lower YOYO-1
emission due to energy transfer. Meanwhile, excitation/
emission at 633/695 nm shows background-only signal from
yeast alone (red), DBBP without Cy5 (which lacks absorbance

Figure 3. High density of DNA on the DBBP retains assembled intercalated dyes. Fluorescence and ET before and after addition of calf thymus
(CT) DNA (black and red traces, respectively) in four times excess of A/Cy5-Acomp/YOYO-1/DNA either free in solution (left spectra), on brush
(center spectra) or in a brush with lower (40%) DNA loading and PEO chains (right spectra). While intercalated YOYO-1 in free or nonbrush DNA
dissociates and migrates to CT DNA resulting in an immediate drop in fluorescence due to ET (green arrow), the fluorescence from brush-DNA
shows no such drop even after 15 h as the high density of DNA on the brush prevents dissociation of positively charged YOYO-1 into the CT DNA.
In the brushes with lower DNA density, the dyes can dissociate and migrate to CT DNA resulting in an immediate drop in ET.
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in the red) and, surprisingly, Alexa 647, which absorbs strongly
at 633 nm. We hypothesize that the lack of signal from the
Alexa 647-labeled antibody is due to our use of this reagent at
10-fold lower concentration than is recommended by the
manufacturer. The QD 655-labeled antibody (blue histogram)
clearly stains the yeast cells, although staining by the DBBP
+Cy5 antibody is more than 10-fold stronger, based on mean
intensity. The superior performance of the DBBP+Cy5
antibody is most likely due to the ca. 10-fold higher extinction
coefficient of 199 Cy5 dyes versus 1−2 QDs per antibody. (We
note that 633 nm is not the optimal wavelength for exciting QD

655; i.e. the difference in performance for the two types of
antibody conjugates will depend on the excitation wavelength.)
In addition to demonstrating the significantly higher brightness
of DBBP-conjugated antibodies, these results demonstrate that,
although a rather large polymer brush DNA conjugate (120 ×
20 nm) is tethered to the antibody, antigen binding is not
hindered, perhaps because of the low loading (one DBBP per
antibody). Furthermore, while control over the extent of
functionalization of the antibody was optimized, the con-
jugation was not directed to a specific residue on the protein.
With emerging methods for greater control and specific

Figure 4. A nanotag based on antibody tethered to the DBBP (a) A DBBP with a single specific sequence B can be hybridized to Cy5-Acomp and
antibody bearing fully complementary B′comp strand and loaded with YOYO-1. The single sequence B per brush is to ensure one antibody per
brush. (b) The c-myc protein detection system using primary and secondary antibody interactions where the tag (X) is on the secondary antibody.
(c) Flow cytometry data shows high fluorescent brightness of the brush nanotag compared to other commercially available antibody tags. (d)
Confocal microscopic images show the exceptional brightness of the nanotag antibodies compared to Alexa 647 and QD655 tagged antibodies. (e)
Detection of maltose binding protein (MBP) using the primary and secondary antibody system (left) and the visual confirmation of the specificity
and brightness of DBBP nanotags via dot blots. The nanotag antibodies allow visualization with at least an order of magnitude greater sensitivity. See
Supporting Information for additional imaging and quantitation.
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attachment of DNA to antibodies,22 the hybridization method
could be even more powerful for the development of probes.
We also performed confocal microscopy on the yeast (Figure

4d). Samples were analyzed at three excitation/emission
wavelengths: (i) 488/530 (YOYO-1), (ii) 633/695 (Cy5),
and (iii) 488/695 (ET). The images shown in Figure 4d
reinforce the flow cytometry results. 488/530 gives strong
signal for the DBBP-tagged antibody due to residual YOYO-1
fluorescence that was not quenched by ET to Cy5. 633/695
gives strong signal for both QD655 and the DBBP, whereas the
Alexa 647-labeled antibody fails to stain the cells. We also
observe labeling by both the QD and DBBP-labeled antibodies
in the energy transfer channel. Although ET is not occurring in
the quantum dot, the broad absorption spectrum of QDs allows
excitation in the blue. Two additional control experiments were
performed to confirm the specificity of labeling. First, yeast cells
that were not induced to express the scFv antigen exhibited no
detectable staining (Figure S6). Second, DBBPs lacking the
single copy of sequence B; i.e., the complement to the
oligonucleotide attached to the secondary antibody also failed
to stain yeast cells (Figure S7). These control experiments
demonstrate that the DBBP nanotags do not give rise to
nonspecific staining of the cells. Finally, as shown in Figures
S8−S10, similar labeling experiments were also performed
using biotin-coated polystyrene beads. In both flow cytometric
and confocal imaging experiments, compared to the commer-
cially available probes, the DBBP nanotags again were an order
of magnitude brighter.
We extended these experiments to dot blots, a widely used

format for screening and detection of specific biomolecules.
This represents a simplification of the Northern blot, Southern
blot, or Western blot methods. To evaluate the efficiency of the
DBBP nanotag in this method, we used maltose binding
protein (MBP) as a target. MBP is part of the maltose/
maltodextrin system of Escherichia coli, which is responsible for
the uptake and efficient catabolism of maltodextrins. We chose
an anti-MBP monoclonal primary antibody sandwiched
between the MBP target blotted on a nitrocellulose paper,
with the DBBP nanotag as the detection system (Figure 4e).
Increasing amounts of MBP blotted on the paper could be
detected with the DBBP nanotag, as shown by increasing
density of the spots in Figure 4e. The sample was excited at
either 473 nm (YOYO-1) or 650 nm (Cy5 or Alexa 647), and
the emission was recorded at 695 nm. At both excitation
wavelengths, as little as 0.5 ng of MBP could be detected by eye
for the DBBP-conjugated antibody. The observation of discrete
spots for excitation of YOYO-1 indicates that the dye remains
sequestered by the DNA within the polymer brush, instead of
nonspecifically staining the filter paper, since YOYO-1 that
released from the DNA scaffold would be incapable of
transferring energy to Cy5 dyes that remained attached to
the DBBP through hybridization. In separate experiments using
an antibody conjugated to a DNA tetrahedron nanotag, YOYO-
1 was not retained by the antibody, leading to strong
nonspecific background fluorescence from the paper (data
not shown). An experiment performed under similar conditions
with an Alexa 647-tagged secondary antibody gave a detection
limit of 5 ng of MBP protein, i.e., at least 10-fold lower
sensitivity. The DBBP nanotag is thus a versatile and bright
multichromophore system for labeling applications.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate here the use of a DNA-conjugated bottlebrush
polymer as a brightly fluorescent nanotag that is useful in
applications for sensitive detection of proteins both in blots and
directly on cell surfaces. In particular we show that the polymer
brush architecture provides the means to graft DNA side chains
at a high local density. The conjugation of DNA to the
polymeric scaffold is readily achieved via the high efficiency
Cu(I) promoted azide−alkyne cycloaddition reaction with a
simple filtration to purify the brush-DNA conjugate. These
brush-localized DNA bristles provide a dense scaffold for
intercalating fluorescent dyes such as YOYO-1, generating
extinction coefficients as high as ∼108 M−1 cm−1. Importantly,
the intercalated YOYO-1 dyes are retained on the DBBP
scaffold without dissociation, avoiding complications from
nonspecific fluorescence. This property eliminates the need
for obligatory covalent conjugation of dyes and tremendously
eases the assembly of >1000 fluorescent dyes via simple mixing.
The approach of using DNA bristles on the polymer brush also
provides access to scaffolds with the same donor chromophore
but with additional and different terminal acceptor dyes at the
end of the DNA strands. The ability to excite each fluorescent
scaffold at a single wavelength while monitoring emission in
different channels would enable multiplex detection schemes
involving antibodies labeled with unique DBBPs, similar to
what is already possible with quantum dot technology, although
with substantially brighter signal.
The high degree of control over the DNA sequences on the

brush allows us to tailor specific sequences for attaching
targeting agents through simple hybridization and without any
further modification to the generic scaffold design. In the
example reported here, conjugation of the relatively large
DBBP to a secondary antibody through DNA hybridization
does not hinder the antibody’s binding. We show that these
versatile DBBP nanotags on antibodies provide probes that are
at least 10 times brighter than commercially available QD or
Alexa fluor-tagged IgG antibodies under identical conditions.
By simply lengthening the DNA sequences (to provide more
intercalation sites) or the number of DNA strands on the
brushes, it should be possible to increase the chromophore
content of the antibody nanotags even further. We envision
that using other targeting agents such as an internalizing
antibody or aptamer will potentially expand the technology to
detect targets in intracellular compartments or for other types
of in vitro detection assays. Furthermore, the design of the
scaffold not only allows attachment of fluorescent dyes but also
provides an attractive compartment in which to transport and
deliver cargoes such as DNA intercalating cancer therapeutics
and short interfering RNAs. These concepts are currently under
further investigation.

■ METHODS

See Supporting Information for detailed methods.
Click Conjugation of 5′-Hexynyl DNA or PEO-Alkyne

to Azide Functionalized Brush Polymers. A reaction with
200 μM final concentrations of azide from BBP-N3 and
equivalent concentration of hexynyl from the required
oligonucleotide/oligonucleotide mixture or oligonucleotide
and PEO-alkyne mixture (see Supporting Information) was
mixed to give a final volume of 50.0 μL in PBS buffer (100 mM
Na+, pH = 7.5). The final concentrations of acetonitrile (ACN),
CuSO4, and sodium ascorbate were 0.6%, 2 mM and 16 mM,
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respectively. The reaction was allowed to run for 3 h at 25 °C
with shaking and was purified with a 30 K nanosep filters
(Millipore, 14000 rcs, 30 min).
Hybridization of DNA Duplexes. Mixtures of BBP

conjugated DNA or unconjugated DNA with an equivalent
amount of their respective complementary DNA strands were
heated in PBS buffer to 90 °C for 2 min and then maintained at
65 °C for 15 min in a water bath and allowed to slowly cool to
25 °C within an hour.
Fluorescence Measurements. Fluorescence measure-

ments were taken in 0.1 μM final concentrations of duplex
DNA. YOYO-1 was purchased from Life Technologies. YOYO-
1 was added to give 0.5 μM final concentration to the
preannealed DNA duplexes and mixed for 1 min before taking
fluorescence measurements. Energy transfer signals were
monitored by exciting the donor YOYO-1 at 450 nm, and
the resulting emission of Cy5 was measured at 670 nm. The
band passes for both excitation and emission monochromators
were 5 nm. The energy transfer (ET) efficiency was calculated
on the basis of the fluorescence intensity of the donor in the
presence (FDA) and absence (FD) of the acceptor dye based to
the following equation: ET = 1 − (FDA/FD).
YOYO-1 Intercalation Competition Experiments with

Calf Thymus DNA. A DBBP sample with 0.1 μM duplex DNA
and a control sample of free duplex DNA of equivalent
concentration were prepared in buffered solution (100 mM
Na+, pH 7.5, PBS buffer). YOYO-1 (0.5 μM; ca. 1 YOYO-1 per
4 bp of DNA) was added, and the fluorescence emission was
recorded. Type XV activated CT DNA (0.4 μM; Sigma-
Aldrich) was added to each sample and mixed for 1 min, and
the fluorescence emission was recorded immediately and at the
indicated times following the initial measurement.
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